Abstract. -FC-ZFC magnetisation, hysteresis, thermoremanence and neutron diffraction measurements were performed on Li1.125Feo.625Ti1.2504. The results are interpreted from domain and wall properties resulting of local canted state where the spin transverse component relaxes between preferential directions.
Introduction
The dilution problem in substituted two magnetic sublattice system has attracted considerable interest. A local canted state (LCS) was first presented by Rosencwaig [I] and refined by Patton [2] . Villain's model [3] predicted a LCS embedded within a collinear ferrimagnetic lattice. This state is expected to undergo two transitions: one at TN for the longitudinal spin component S , (collinear order) and a second one at T, for [5] .
Our study on the system Li0.~+0.5tFe2.5-1,5tTit04 [6] has shown that, for t = 1.25, both Fe spins at A and B sites are canted. High magnetisation and Mossbauer results are interpreted by a thermically activated relaxation of St between preferential directions. St is not free to rotate; this deviates from the Villain's model. We present FC-ZFC static magnetisation, hysteresis, thermoremanence and neutron diffraction measurements.
Results and discussion
The neutron diffraction experiment was performed between 300 and 4.2 K. The nuclear spectra (R -1.5 %) give an atomic distribution in agreement with the X-ray and Mossbauer results. Below TN M 110 K, unfortunately only a very weak magnetic contribution is superimposed to the (111) peak. This can be qualitatively related to a SZ ferrimagnetic order. This behavior cannot be related to (i) a spin glass regime because the sample is a perturbed ferrimagnet, (ii) a magnetic cluster model because the branching point is too sensitive to H. It can be rather a consequence of the hysteresis loop characteristics which depend on T . For a given T and H, if the field-magnetisation (M -H) curves are irreversible, FC and ZFC differ; if M-H are reversible, they can be equal. The branching point depends on the hysteresis loop evolution which is related FC values are therrnic hystory dependent, just below TN, in particular when the measurements are performed in decreasing T with different cooling rates.
Considering that St has preferential positions [6] , the system energy has probably several minima depending on T, H, cooling rate and measuring method. A magnetisation relaxation, toward a more stable state, 'can exist but is certainly slow. All reported features can be explained from the domain and wall properties resulting of LCS. At low T, St is frozen in an energy minimum direction and it is difficult that the walls move. Indeed, after spin rotation, St is not again in a direction minimizing the energy and therefore the energy cost is high. Then H, is high and (dM/dH),, low. Nevertheless the system relaxes and an equilibrium state is reached after a certain time, then a time variation of H, and (dM/dH),, is observed and a decay of TRM. At high T, the energy barrier between the preferentid directions is low, the St relaxation is fast. Therefore the equilibrium state is rapidly reached and the properties are similar to those of a classical ferrimagnet.
In conclusion, all the particular properties of this compound result of the existence of LCS where the transverse component relaxes between preferential directions.
